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1. INTRODUCTION
The q-Laguerre polynomials Ln xy q satisfy the recurrence relation
−x1− qq2nCC1Ln xy q
D 1− qnC1LnC1xy q C 1− qnCqLn−1xy q
− 1C q− qnC1 − qnCC1Ln xy q (1.1)
and the initial conditions
L

0 xy q D 1; L1 xy q D −qC1xC
1− qC1
1− q : (1.2)
We shall always assume that
0 < q < 1;  > −1:
It is known that the Hamburger moment problem associated with the q-
Laguerre polynomials is indeterminate; that is, the measure with respect to
which Ln xy q are orthogonal is not unique.
Consider the three-term recurrence relation
!nC1z D z − n!nz − n!n−1z; (1.3)
with n > 0, n > 0, and n real, n  0. The difference equation (1.3)
has two linearly independent solutions Qnz and Qnz satisfying the
initial conditions
Q0z xD 1; Q1z xD z − 0; Q0z xD 0; Q1z xD 1: (1.4)
Both Qnz and Qnz are monic polynomials.
When the moment problem associated with (1.3) is indeterminate, the
polynomials Anz, Bnz, Cnz, and Dnz:
AnC1z xD QnC1zQn0 −QnC10Qnz12   n−1; (1.5)
BnC1z xD QnC1zQn0 −QnC10Qnz12   n−1; (1.6)
CnC1z xD QnC1zQn0 −QnC10Qnz12   n−1; (1.7)
DnC1z xD QnC1zQn0 −QnC10Qnz12   n−1 (1.8)
converge uniformly on compact subsets of the complex plane to entire func-
tions Az, Bz, Cz, and Dz [17]. Furthermore, the measures with
respect to which the Qn’s are orthogonal are parameterized by functions
z, analytic in the open upper and lower half planes, satisfy z D z,
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and map the open upper (lower) half plane into =z  0, =z  0, respec-
tively. The orthogonality measures  ;  are related to A, B, C, D, and
 through Z 1
−1
d t; 
z − t D
Az − zCz
Bz − zDz ; =z 6D 0: (1.9)
The cases  D 1 are also included and in either case the right-hand
side of (1.9) becomes Cz=Dz. The zeros of Az, Bz, Cz, and Dz
are real and simple and the zeros of Bz and Dz interlace [17]. The
orthogonality relation of the Qn’s isZ 1
−1
QmxQnxd x;  D
 nY
kD1
k

m;n: (1.10)
Among the measures  ;  the measures corresponding to  being a
real constant, finite or infinite, are called extremal measures in [17] and
N-extremal in [1]. They are purely discrete measures and are precisely the
measures for which Qnx are complete in L2−1;1; d ; . If an N-
extremal measure is supported at xn:−1 <   1, then the mass at
xn D xn, say mnxn, is given by
mnxn D
 1X
mD0
Q2mxn=12   n
−1
;
X
−1<n<1
mnxn D 1:
(1.11)
Here it is assumed that xn < xnC1.
Berg and Christensen [2] proved that
z D a− ib; =z > 0; z D z; b > 0; a 2 R;
(1.12)
gives rise to an absolutely continuous measure  with
d x; 
dx
D b=Bx − aDx2 C b2D2x : (1.13)
This was also used by Ismail and Masson [14] and Berg and Valent [4]. We
shall follow the notation for q-shifted factorials of Gasper and Rahman [10],
ay q0 xD 1; ay qn xD
nY
kD1
(
1− aqk−1;
a1;    ; amy qn xD
mY
jD1
ajy qn; n D 1; 2;    ; or 1:
(1.14)
The q-shifted factorials satisfy
ay qmCn D ay qmaqmy qn; ay qn D ay q1=aqny q1: (1.15)
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The second formula in (1.15) enables us to extend the definition of the
q-shifted factorials to the case n < 0 by defining it to be ay q1=aqny q1.
Moak [15] studied the moment problem associated with the q-Laguerre
polynomials Ln xy q. He computed the functions Bz and Dz and
showed that they are related to q-Bessel functions. To be consistent with
Moak’s notation, we use his
L

1 xy q xD q
C1y q1
qy q1
1X
kD0
qkkCxq− 1k
qC1; qy qk
D x1− q−=2 J2
(
2
q
x1− q: (1.16)
Here J2 xy q is Jackson’s q-Bessel function; see [11, 10].
In this work we find the functions Az and Cz and give a new deriva-
tion of Bz and Dz. This is done by constructing complete asymptotic
expansions for the q-Laguerre polynomials and their numerator polyno-
mials. We also provide a family of new orthogonality measures for the q-
Laguerre polynomials. Finally, we study the Hamburger moment problem
associated with symmetrized q-Laguerre polynomials. Since the zeros of
the q-Laguerre polynomials lie in 0;1, the Stieltjes moment problem is
a more natural problem to study. On the other hand, the symmetrized poly-
nomials have their zeros in −1;1, so the Hamburger moment problem
is the appropriate moment problem.
Chihara [9] considered the relationship between the Hamburger moment
problems associated with a set of polynomials with zeros in 0;1 and the
corresponding symmetric set of orthogonal polynomials. We shall follow the
notation and formulas in [6] where we start with birth-and-death-process
polynomials Fnx satisfying
− xFnx D nC1FnC1x C n−1Fn−1x − n C nFnx (1.17)
and
F0x xD 1; F1x xD 0 C 0 − x=1: (1.18)
The corresponding family of monic symmetric polynomials Fnx is gener-
ated by
F0 xD 1; F1x xD x; FnC1x D xFnx − nFn−1x; (1.19)
where the ’s are given by
2nC1 xD n; 2n xD n: (1.20)
Here it assumed that
0 D 0; n > 0 and nC1 > 0; n  0: (1.21)
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It turns out that F2nx is a multiple of Fnx2. In Section 4 we will point out
that the q-Laguerre polynomials are birth-and-death-process polynomials,
up to a constant multiple, and we will study the moment problem associated
with the corresponding Fnx. As by-products we evaluate several new
integrals.
Throughout this work we use the notation ,
an  bn if and only if an D bn1C o1 (1.22)
as n!1.
2. ASYMPTOTICS
The explicit form of the q-Laguerre polynomials is
L

n xy q D q
C1y qn
qy qn
nX
kD0
q−ny qk1− qkqkkC1=2qknCxk
qC1; qy qk
: (2.1)
As Moak [15] pointed out we can let n! 1 inside the sum in (2.1) and
obtain, as n!1,
L

n xy q ! q
C1y q1
qy q1
1X
kD0
q− 1kxkqkkC
q; qC1y qk
: (2.2)
It is clear from (2.1) that the coefficient of xn in Ln xy q is
q− 1nqnnC=qy qn:
Hence,
Qnx D qy qnq− 1−nq−nnCLn xy q (2.3)
and
n D
1C q− qnC1 − qnC1C
1− qq2nCC1 ; n D 0; 1; : : : ; (2.4)
n D
1− qn1− qnC
1− q2q4nC2−1 ; n D 1; 2; : : : : (2.5)
Thus, as n!1,
Qnx  qy q1q− 1−nq−nnCL1 xy q: (2.6)
On the other hand,
Qn0 D qC1y qnq− 1−nq−nnC: (2.7)
The calculation of the functions A, B, C, and D requires knowing two
terms in the large n asymptotic expansion of Ln xy q, so we first give a
complete asymptotic expansion of Ln xy q.
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Theorem 2.1. For  6D a negative integer and as n!1, we have
L

n xy q D
mX
jD0
−1jqjnqjjC1=2
qy qj
L
−j
1 xy q COqmC1n: (2.8)
Proof. From (2.1), (1.15), and [10, (I.12)],
q−ny qk D
qy qn
qy qn−k
−1kq−nkCkk−1=2; (2.9)
and the q-binomial theorem, we get
L

n xy q D q
C1y q1
qy q1
nX
kD0
xq− 1kqkkC
qC1; qy qk
qn−kC1y q1
qCnC1y q1
D q
C1y q1
qy q1
1X
jD0
qjCnC1
qy qj

nX
kD0
xq− 1kqkkC
qC1; qy qk
q−k−y qj :
We now apply [10, (I.13)]
q−k−y qj D
q−y qjqC1y qk
qC1−jy qk
q−jk (2.10)
to simplify the above equation to
L

n xy q D q
C1y q1
qy q1
1X
jD0
qjCnC1q−y qj
qy qj

nX
kD0
xq− 1kqkkC−j
q−jC1; qy qk
: (2.11)
Replace the k-sum by
P
k0−
P
knC1 and note that the second sum is
Oqn2. Finally, we use (1.15) and [10, (I.10)] to write
qC1y q1
q−jC1y q1
D 1q−jC1y qj
D q
jj−1=2−q−j
q−y qj
:
These observations will reduce (2.11) to (2.8).
Corollary 2.2. For large n we have
L

n xy q D L1 xy q − q
nC1
1− qL
−1
1 xy q COq2n: (2.12)
This corollary readily follows from (2.8).
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We now analyze the second solution to (1.1). Set
y D x1− q (2.13)
and assume pny is a solution of the recursion (1.1) with x replaced by
y=1− q. Further assume the initial conditions
p0y D 0; p1y D c=1− q: (2.14)
Set
Py; t xD
1X
nD0
pnytn: (2.15)
Through the generating function technique the recursion (1.1) is trans-
formed to the following functional equation for Py; t:
1− t1C q C qt2Py; t − 1− tqC qC1 C qC2t2Py; qt
C ytqC1Py; q2t D ct: (2.16)
To solve for Py; t, we proceed as in the Ismail–Libis paper [13] by
setting
Py; t D f y; t=ty q1: (2.17)
The result is that (2.16) becomes
f y; t − f y; qt1− qC1t C ytqC1f y; q2t D ctq2ty q1: (2.18)
In (2.18) we expand f y; t as
f y; t D
1X
nD0
fnytn; (2.19)
and after some simplification we establish the recurrence relation
1− qnfny D −qnC1C yqn−1fn−1y C
−1n−1c
qy qn−1
qn−1nC2=2: (2.20)
After setting
gny D
−1nqy qn
−yy qnqnCnnC1=2
fny;
we transform (2.20) to
gny − gn−1y D −
c
−yy qn
q−n−1;
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which, by telescopy and the initial conditions g0y D f0y D p0y D 0,
gives
fny D
−qyy qn−1
qy qn
c−1n−1qn−1Cn−1nC2=2
n−1X
kD0
q−k
−qyy qk
: (2.21)
It is clear from (2.21) that by replacing k by n− k− 1 we have
fny 
c−1n−1qnnC1=2
qqy q1
1
1− q as n!1: (2.22)
Therefore, f y; t is an entire function of t. Now apply (2.21) and the initial
condition f0y D 0 to see that
f y; t D t
1X
nD0
fnC1ytn:
Hence,
f y; t D ct X
1>nk0
tn−qyy qn−1nqn−kCnnC3=2
qy qnC1−qyy qk
: (2.23)
We shall show in the Appendix that
f y; t D cq−−1
1X
mD0
tqmC1y q1−ym
q−y qmC1
− cq−−1tqC1;−yy q1
1X
nD0
−yn
q−y qnC1

1X
mD0
−ym
q; tqC1y qm
: (2.24)
In view of (2.17) we have established the generating relation
Py; t D cq−−1
1X
nD0
−yn
t; q−y qnC1
− cq−−1 tq
C1;−yy q1
ty q1
1X
nD0
−yn
q−y qnC1

1X
mD0
−ym
q; tqC1y qnC1
: (2.25)
We will need two terms in the large n asymptotics of pny. To do this,
observe from (2.23) that f y; t=t is an entire function of t and that
Py; t − 11− qtq2y q1

f y; 1
1− t −
qf y; q−1
1− qt

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is an analytic function of t when t < q−2. Therefore, Darboux’s method
establishes the asymptotic relation
pny D
f y; 1
qy q1
− qnC1 f y; q
−1
1− qqy q1
COq2n as n!1: (2.26)
In fact, a complete asymptotic expansion of pny can be obtained from
the partial fraction decomposition
1
ty qm
D
m−1X
jD0
−1jqjjC1=2
qy qjqy qm−1−j1− tqj
; (2.27)
which is a consequence of the q-Chu–Vandermonde sum [10, (II.7)]. There-
fore,
pny D
1
qy q1
 mX
jD0
qjn−1jqjjC1=2
qy qj
f y; q−j COqmC1n

: (2.28)
Clearly, (2.24) implies
f 0; t D cq
−−1
1− q−

qty q1 − tqC1y q1

: (2.29)
3. THE NEVANLINNA PARAMETERIZATION
In this section we compute the A and C functions and give a new deriva-
tion of the B and D functions already computed by Moak [15].
From (2.3) and (2.12) it follows that
Qnx  qy q1q− 1−nq−nnC


1C q
nC1
1− q

L

1 xy q − q
nC1
1− qL
−1
1 xy q

 qy q1q− 1−nq−nnC


L

1 xy q C q
nC1
1− q L

1 xy q − L−11 xy q

: (3.1)
To identify Qn, we appeal to the renormalization (2.13) and observe that
q− 1−nq−nnCqy qnpnx1− q
must be a constant multiple of Qnx. We now choose
c D q− 1qC1 (3.2)
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and get
Qnx D q− 1−nq−nnCqy qn pnx1− q: (3.3)
The next step is to identify Dz. From (2.5) we see that
nY
kD1
k D qC1; qy qn1− q−2nq−n2nC2C1: (3.4)
Hence, by (1.8), (2.3), and (2.7),
Dz D lim
n!1q− 1
−1q−n−−1


1− qnC1LnC1zy q − 1− qnCC1Ln zy q

:
Using (2.12), we get
Dz D q
−
1− q
1− qL1 zy q − L−11 zy q; (3.5)
which is simply
Dz D zLC11 zy q; (3.6)
and is in agreement with the lemma on page 43 of Moak’s work [15]. Moak’s
derivation of (3.5) is completely different.
From the large z behavior of J2 zy q in [7] it follows that z−J2 zy q
is an entire function of order zero; hence, Dz is of order zero. A theorem
of Berg and Pedersen [3] asserts that all the functions Az, Bz, Cz,
and Dz have the same order, type, and Phragme´n–Lindelo¨f indicator;
hence, they all have order zero.
When x D 0, Qn simplifies considerably. First note that (2.29) and (3.2)
give
f 0; t D
1X
nD0
fn0tn
D 1− q1− qq
qty q1 − qC1ty q1: (3.7)
So (2.17) gives
P0; t D
1X
nD0
pn0tn D
1− q
1− qq


1
1− t −
qC1ty q1
ty q1

; (3.8)
which yields the explicit form
pn0 D
1− qq
1− q

1− q
C1y qn
qy qn

: (3.9)
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Hence,
Qn0 D
q− 11−n
1− q q
−nnCC
n
qC1y qn − qy qn
o
: (3.10)
Formula (3.10) was also obtained by Moak [15] through a different deriva-
tion; see the formulation on the bottom of page 43 in [15]. Euler’s formula
for the q-exponential when applied to (3.10) gives
Qn0 D
q− 11−n
1− q q
−nnCC


qC1y q1 − qy q1
− q
nC1
1− q qy q1 − q
qC1y q1

COq2n: (3.11)
We now proceed to identify A, B, and C. From (1.6), (2.12), (2.3), and
(3.11) one can easily establish
Bz D

1
1− q −
qy q1
qy q1

L
−1
1 zy q − L1 zy q: (3.12)
This is also in Moak [15] using a different approach. The three-term recur-
rence relation of the q-Bessel functions J2 zy q, cast in terms of the L1
functions, is
L
−1
1 zy q D 1− qL1 zy q − 1− qq zLC11 zy q: (3.13)
This leads to the following alternate form of (3.12):
Bz D − qy q1qC1y q1
L

1 zy q
− 1− qq

1− q

1− qy q1qC1y q1

zL
C1
1 zy q: (3.14)
By (1.5), (3.3), and (3.9) we have
AnC1x D
q−n−1qy qnC1
qC1y qnq − 1


pnC1y

1− q
C1y qn
qy qn

− pny

1− q
C1y qnC1
qy qnC1

;
(3.15)
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and, by (1.7), (2.7), and (3.3), we find
CnC1x D q−n−−1q− 1−1
h
pnC1y1− qnC1 − pny1− qCnC1
i
:
(3.16)
Using (2.29) and (2.26), letting n!1, and simplifying, we finally obtain
Ay D − 1q; qy q1

qy q1f y; 1 C

qy q1 − qC1y q1

f y; q−1

D 1− qq;−yy q1
 1X
nD0
ynqnnC1=2
qy qn1− qn−


qy q1L1 xy q C
(qy q1 − qC1y q1L−11 xy q
− q
; q1
q−y q1
L
−
1 xy q
− (qy q1 − qC1y q1 qy q1q−y q1L1−1 xy q

(3.17)
and
Cx D q
−
1− qqy q1
1− q f y; 1 − f y; q−1
D 1C yf y; q1− qqy q1
D y−yy q1
L
C1
1 xy q
1X
nD0
ynqnnC1=2
qy qn1− qn−
C qy q1−y; q−y q1
L
−−1
1 xy q: (3.18)
From (2.24) and [10, Exercise 1.24] we find that
f y; 1 D 1− qq−2−2qy q1


y−=2J2 2
p
y y q
1X
nD0
−yn
q−y qnC1
− qy q1−y; q−y q1
y=2J2−2
p
y y q

; (3.19)
and f y; q can be computed from (3.15) and (3.16) by using (2.18).
The choice
a D q− 1q

1− q

1− qy q1qC1y q1

(3.20)
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in the weight function (1.13) gives the orthogonality relationZ 1
−1
L

m xy q Ln xy q dxh
qy q1 L1 xy q=qC1y q1
i2
C b2x2
h
L
C1
1 xy q
i2
D  q
C1y qn m;n
qn b qy qn
: (3.21)
The weight functions in (3.21) form a new one-parameter family of weight
functions for the q-Laguerre polynomials. Since the moments of any nor-
malized solution to the q-Laguerre moment problem are
n D
qC1y qn
1− qn q
−n−nnC1=2 (3.22)
[15, (2.13)], we haveZ 1
−1
xn dx
qy q1 L1 xy q=qC1y q12 C b2x2LC11 xy q2
D  q
C1y qn
b 1− qn q
−n−nnC1=2 (3.23)
for b > 0. The above integral is very curious and we do not see how to
establish it directly using the existing theory of special functions.
4. THE SYMMETRIC POLYNOMIALS
Following the notation in [6], the normalizations in (1.1), (1.17), and
(1.18) are
n D
1− qnCC1
1− qq2nCC1 ; n D
1− qn
1− qq2nC : (4.1)
Hence,
n xD
nY
kD1
k−1
k
D qn q
C1y qn
qy qn
(4.2)
and
Fnx D qnLn xy q: (4.3)
Furthermore, Fnx is the solution to (1.17) with
F0 x xD 0; and F1 x xD −1=1: (4.4)
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Theorem 4.2 in [6], which is due to Chihara [9], asserts that for the Fn’s,
the polynomials A2nC1z, B2nC1z, C2nC1z, and D2nC1z are given by
A2nC1z D −z
Fnz2
n
; (4.5)
B2nC1z D −
Fnz2
n
; (4.6)
C2nC1z D nn

Fnz2
n
− F

nC1z2
nC1

; (4.7)
D2nC1z D
nn
z

Fnz2
n
− FnC1z
2
nC1

: (4.8)
Here Fn is
Fnz D qnpnz1− q; (4.9)
since both sides satisfy (1.17) and the initial conditions (4.4).
Theorem 4.1. The entire functions Az, Bz, Cz, and Dz are given
by
Bz D − qy q1qC1y q1
L

1 z2y q; Dz D zLC11 z2y q; (4.10)
Az D −zf 1− qz2; 1=qC1y q1
D − zqy q1q
−2−2 1− q
qC1;−1− qz2y q1


L

1 z2y q
1X
nD0
1− qn z2n qnnC1=2
qy qn 1− qn−
− qy q1q−y q1
L
−
1 z2y q

;
(4.11)
Cz D 1− q
f z21− q; 1 − f z21− q; q−1
q1− qqy q1
D −z
2qy q1 q−2−2 1− q
−1− qz2y q1
L
C1
1 z2y q
1X
nD0
1− qn z2n qnnC1=2
qy qn 1− qn−
− q
−2−2qy q1
q−;−1−qz2y q1

q−a L1−1 z2y qC1−q−L1 z2y q

:
(4.12)
Proof. From (4.3) and (4.6) we get
B2nC1z D −
qy qn
qC1y qn
; L

n z2y q ! − qy q1qC1y q1
L

1 z2y q
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as n!1, and hence, the evaluation of Bz. Similarly,
D2nC1z D
q−n−−1
z1− q 1− q
nCC1Ln z2y q − 1− qnC1LnC1z2y q;
which, following the steps leading to (3.5) and (3.6), will establish the sec-
ond equality in (4.10). From (4.9) and (4.1) we conclude
Fnz
n
D qy qnqC1y qn
pnz1− q
D qy q1qC1y q1

1− qnC1 1− q

1− q

pnz1− q COq2n: (4.13)
The evaluation of Az follows by letting n ! 1 in (4.5) after applying
(2.26), (4.2), and (4.9). Similarly, we apply (4.13) and establish the expres-
sion for Cz given (4.12) and the proof is complete.
The referee has pointed out that Theorem 4.1 also follows from [9,
(2.25)] since
s0 D lim
n!1
Qn0
Qn0
D q− 1q

1− q

1− qy q1qC1y q1

:
It follows from the asymptotic results in [7] and the work [3] that the
entire functions in Theorem 4.1 all have order zero.
To distinguish the specific Fn under consideration, we shall denote it by
Fnzq. Thus, these polynomials satisfy (1.19), that is,
FnC1zq D zFnzq − nFn−1zq; (4.14)
with
2n D
1− qn
1− qq2nC ;
2n−1 D
1− qnC
1− qq2nC−1 ; n > 0;
(4.15)
and F0zq D 1 and F1zq D z. The orthogonality relation isZ 1
−1
FmxqFnxqd xy D m;n
nY
kD1
k: (4.16)
We now consider the special measure (1.13) with a D 0. Thus,Z 1
−1
FmxqFnxqdx
qy q1 L1 x2y q=qC1y q12 C b2x2LC11 x2y q2
D 
b
 nY
kD1
k

m;n: (4.17)
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The weight function in (4.17) is a reminiscent of the integrand in the Gross-
wald integral representation for z−1=2K
p
z=KC1
p
z; see [12].
The special case  D −1=2 of Fnxq is interesting and gives a q-
analogue of the Hermite polynomials. In this case,
n D
1− qn=2
1− qqn−1=2 ; n > 0; (4.18)
and (4.17) becomesZ 1
−1
FmxqFnxqdx
qy q1 L−1=21 x2y q=q1=2y q12 C b2x2L1=21 x2y q2
D  q
1=2y q1=2n
b 1− qn q
−n2=2m;n: (4.19)
We next simplify the denominator in the above equation for the special
case
b D
p
1− q qy q1q1=2y q1
:
Using
q1=2; qy qk D q1=2y q1=22k and q3=2; qy qk D qy q1=22k;
we get
L
−1=2
1 x2y q C i
p
1− qxL1=21 x2y q
D q
1=2y q1
qy q1
1X
nD0
qnn−1=41− qn=2ixn
q1=2y q1=2n
D q
1=2y q1
qy q1
−ix
p
1− qy q1=21:
Therefore, the denominator in (4.19) is
ix
p
1− q;−ix
p
1− qy q1=21 D −x21− qy q1:
Thus, (4.19) becomesZ 1
−1
FmxqFnxqdx
−x21− qy q1
D  q
1=2y q1=2nq1=2y q1
1− qnC1=2 qy q1
q−n
2=2 m;n: (4.20)
In (4.20) if we take m and n to be even, replace
R1
−1 by 2
R1
0 , and then
replace x by
p
x, we will get the continuous orthogonality relation for the
q-Laguerre polynomials in [15].
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It is interesting to observe that the limit q ! 1 of (4.20) is the or-
thogonality relation of the q-Hermite polynomials. This is so since [10,
Sect. 1.10]
1− q1−x qy q1qxy q1
D 0qx ! 0x as q! 1− (4.21)
implies
lim
q!1−
p
1− q qy q1=q1=2y q1 D 01=2 D
p
:
Furthermore,
lim
q!1
q1=2y qn=1− qn D 2−n and lim
q!1
Fnxq D 2−nHnx;
(4.22)
where we used (4.14) and (4.18). Furthermore, in the special case  D −1=2
the Fn’s have the generating function
1X
nD0
qnn−1=2tn
Fnxq2
qy qn
D −xty q1t2=1− qy q1
: (4.23)
This indicates that the F ’s in this case are discrete q-Hermite polynomi-
als and indeed a special case of the Vn’s of Al-Salam and Carlitz; see [8].
Although Berg and Valent [5] studied the Al-Salam–Carlitz moment prob-
lem, the weight function in (4.20) in not included in their work but is in
[15], after a change of variable.
APPENDIX
We first rewrite (2.23) in the form
f y; t D ct
1X
nD0
−tqnqnnC3=2−qyy qn
qy qnC1
nX
kD0
q−k
−qyy qk
: (5.1)
Since
nX
kD0
zk
ay qk
D lim
b!0
nX
kD0
by qk zk
ay qk
D lim
b!0

21

q; b
a
q; z− by qnC1ay qnC1 znC1 21

q; bqnC1
aqnC1
q; z
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D lim
b!0
b; qzy q1
a; zy q1

21

z; a=b
qz
q; b− znC1 21 z; a=bzq
q; bqnC1
D 1ay q1
 1X
kD0
−akqkk−1=2
qy qk 1− zqk
− znC1
1X
kD0
−aqnC1kqkk−1=2
qy qk1− zqk

; (5.2)
we have
f y; t D ct
1X
nD0
−tqnqnnC3=2
qy qnC1−yqnC1y q1

 1X
kD0
ykqkkC1=2
qy qk 1− qk−
− q−nC1
1X
kD0
ykqknC1CkkC1=2
qy qk 1− qk−

:
(5.3)
We now evaluate the n sums in (5.3). To sum the first series, note that
1X
nD0
−tqnqnnC3=2
qy qnC1−yqnC1y q1
D
1X
nD0
−tqnqnnC3=2
qy qnC1
1X
jD0
−yqnC1j
qy qj
D −tq−1
1X
jD0
−yj
qy qj
1X
nD0
−tqnC1qjnC1CnnC3=2
qy qnC1
D −tq−1
1X
jD0
−yj
qy qj
 1X
nD0
−tqnqjnCn−1nC2=2
qy qn
− q−1

D −tq−1q−1
1X
jD0
−yj
qy qj

tqCjC1y q1 − 1

D tq
C1y q1
−tqC1
1X
jD0
−yj
q; tqC1y qj
C tq
C1−1
−yy q1
: (5.4)
To evaluate the second n sum in (5.3), we observe that
q−
1X
nD0
−tnqknC1CnnC3=2
qy qnC1−yqnC1y q1
D −qty q1
tqC1
1X
jD0
−yj
qy qjqty qjCk
C tq
C1−1
−yy q1
: (5.5)
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Substituting (5.4) and (5.5) in (5.3), we get
f y; t D cq−−1
1X
j; kD0
−1jyjCktqjCkC1y q1qkkC1=2
qy qj qy qk 1− qk−
− cq−−1
1X
j; kD0
−1jyjCktqCjC1y q1 qkkC1=2
qy qjqy qk1− qk−
: (5.6)
Setting j C k D n and replacing j by n− k in the first double series on the
right-hand side of (5.6), we find that
1X
j; kD0
−1jyjCktqjCkC1y q1qkkC1=2
qy qj qy qk 1− qk−
D
1X
nD0
−yntqnC1y q1
qy qn1− q− 2
1

q−n; q−
q1−
q; qnC1
D
1X
nD0
−yntqnC1y q1
qy qn1− q−
qy qn
q1−y qn
D ty q1
1X
nD0
−yn
t; q−y qnC1
: (5.7)
Therefore, we have established the following expression for f :
f y; t D cq−−1ty q1
1X
nD0
−yn
t; q−y qnC1
− cq−−1tqC1y q1
 1X
jD0
−yj
q; tqC1y qj


 1X
kD0
ykqkkC1=2
qy qk1− qk−

: (5.8)
Finally, we obtain
1X
kD0
ykqkkC1=2
qy qk1− qk−
D 1
1− q− limb!1 21q
−; by q1−y q;−yq=b
D 1
1− q− limb!1
−yy q1
−yq=by q1 2
1q; q1−=by q1−y q;−y
D −yy q1
1X
nD0
−yn
q−y qnC1
(5.9)
and f y; q can be computed from (3.15) and (3.16) by using (2.18).
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